Colorcraft.us installation instructions for tub Deck
Mount Tub Filler
480013
Have your faucet installed by a
licensed plumber.
Turn your water off using your
stops on the supply lines if you
have them, or turn off the water to your building.
This faucet has 3/4 IPS inlets.
The inlets will connect to your
supply lines, this faucet comes
with the nuts to fit right on
your . If you are using flexible
supply lines you will need a
Pair of Clawfoot Faucet Ells
(400676, Not found at your local hardware store.)
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This is a deck mount faucet which will mount to the top ridge of your
tub, this is not a common mounting. Your holes would have been
drilled on the top of the tub,
To install the faucet you will need the bag of Mounting Hardware,
your escutcheons, and your Faucet mounts. The escutcheons will go on
the threaded tube as pictured to the right. Then slide the tube in to the
tub hole. Slide the flexible nut on the tube, then slide the nut on the
tube wider side of the nut facing the tub. Don’t tighten down too
much, just enough to hold it in place ish. Now you can thread the fauColorcraft.us
cet mounts on the tubes. You will use the nut on the under side of the
tub to get these in the right place for your faucet. (still do not tighten them down.) 8 in apart.
(This is what allows this faucet to fit different with of tub holes.
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To mount your faucet body you will use the rotating nuts
on the end of the faucet mounts to the inlets on the faucet
body. The give you left in the mounts will allow an easier time attaching these.
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To make up your handheld you will first Remove the nut on the top
of the body of faucet., set aside. Keep this incase you ever want to
add a riser for a shower.

This is where you will Now attach the hand held cradle. Using the
Teflon tape to secure it is leak proof. The nut rotates so make sure
you like the placement of the cradle attachment.
Attach the hand held head to the hand held
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Your Hose Comes with rubber washers attached at each end. You will remove them and use
these while on each end.
Attach the hose to the hand held cradle again using the washer.

The other end of the hose will attach to your hand held. Using the other
washer. Now you can place it in it’s cradle.
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When you turn on your water make sure someone is holding the hand held
facing into the tub, IF your diverter is open for the handheld it is likely to
pop out of the holder and chip in the tub.

You are now ready to connect your supply lines
(directions can be found under supply line directions).
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